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Abstract. Most of knowledge is written in natural language and structured 

knowledge base includes the partially limited information of them. In QA system 

perspective, the quality of knowledge base is depends on how it covers the 

knowledge to answer user’s questions. To deal with this knowledge base con-

struction problem, we define the natural language question sets and answer doc-

uments which contains knowledge enough to answer. And we manually generate 

triples in DBpedia schema to use as a test dataset. In this paper we present a 

framework for automatically structuring of knowledge from unstructured data 

and semi-structured data with pattern learning method to cover the knowledge to 

answer natural language question dataset. Our platform extracts entities and its 

relations in triple structure, and its schema is based on ontological knowledge 

representation. To achieve this goal, our pattern learning method is based on lex-

icalization of ontology. For unstructured data, we lexicalize ontological represen-

tation from natural language from its dependency structure. And for semi-struc-

tured data, the headers in table are also lexicalized.  We have instantiated the 

system for Korean. To evaluate our system, we build gold standard triple datasets 

from natural language, and use F-measure and coverage measurement.  

Keywords: Knowledge Base, Knowledge extraction, QA system, Ontology 

1 Introduction 

Most of knowledge base (KB) is constructed in structured data format with prede-

fined schema to provide accessibility for many applications to allow use their datasets. 

In particular, QA system requires well-defined schema and well-constructed data to 

answer user’s queries sufficiently in machine-readable format. For example, DBpedia 

[1], is a typical knowledge which is constructed from Wikipedia to provide the reliable 
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information and is based on its ontologies to represent knowledge graph to answer 

user’s query in standardized vocabulary. Several approaches [2, 3, 4] have been devel-

oped to construct KB and it rely on transforming three data, unstructured, semi-struc-

tured and structured data into ontology-based structured data. Some approaches for on-

tology-based structuring of knowledge works well efficiently for structured data (e.g., 

RDB2RDF) [5], because the structured data has already its own predefined schema, 

which has less conflict in knowledge representation vocabulary. 

However, in the tasks for ontology-based structuring of knowledge from unstruc-

tured and semi-structured data, there are some problems to be solved. For unstructured 

data, there are some approaches to extract triples which contains entities and its rela-

tions. In this case, most of system attempt to use pattern learning from natural language 

text [3, 6]. In particular, for ontological representation, the relations between entities 

should be use the vocabulary in ontology properties [7]. But, unlike this ontology layer, 

there are so many lexicons or lexical patterns to represent about entities [8, 9]. Because 

of the gap between the ontology layer and the lexical layer, there are some problems of 

pattern generation and pattern conflict [10, 11, 12]. This problems are also occurred in 

transforming semi-structured data into ontological structured data.  

To construct ontology-based KB by pattern learning approach from unstructured 

data and semi-structured data, the patterns should be resolved its conflict in lexical 

layer, and the ontology properties should be lexicalized to detect the relations and pred-

icate in natural language to generate the patterns. For example, if the system attempts 

to extract DBpedia triples from the sentence “Ban Ki-mun was born in Chungcheong-

buk-do Province at 1944”, the system should detect entities ‘Ban Ki-mun’, ‘Chung-

cheongbuk-do Province’ and value ‘1944’. And also to represent its relations, the lexi-

cal pattern ‘was born in’ should be mapped with the property dbo:bornPlace and 

‘was born at’ is dbo:birthDate.  

In this paper, we present the framework which extracts triples by pattern learning 

approach with lexicalization of DBpedia ontology. And we have instantiate the system 

for Korean. So we describe the problems of pattern learning in Korean also. In section 

3, the architecture of the system is described, and the methodology to generate patterns 

and extract triples by lexicalization of ontology is shown in section 4, 5. Then we eval-

uate our system from QA purpose perspective in section 6, and we discuss conclusions 

in section 7. 

2 Related Work 

There are some approaches to extent/construct KB from unstructured data. [2] is a 

typical bottom-up approach to construct KB from unstructured data, and [4] use top-

down approach to find lexical patterns for properties which represent the relationship 

between entities. [13] attempt to extend the travel KB using named entity recognition 

and syntactic parsing result. [14] generate the candidates which can be instances of 

ontological concepts, using the method [15]. [16] proposes the system which domain-

independent KB extension. In particular, there are some approaches [17, 18] to lexical-

ize ontology based on dependency path.  



In the case of constructing KB from semi-structured date, [19, 20] propose boot-

strapping approach based on Linked Data. However, these bootstrapping approach gen-

erates patterns iteratively so that the problem of pattern conflict can occur in the process 

of knowledge extraction. [21] attempt to resolve this problem by excepting patterns 

which is conflict with other pattern.  

3 Architecture 

To construct KB by pattern learning, we define the two process: 1) Pattern learning 

and 2) Knowledge learning.  

In pattern learning process, the system generate the patterns from Web data using 

the existing KB and its ontology. First, the existing KB is used to provide seed patterns. 

The data extraction module extracts the corpus or tables from Web, which contains 

triples in the KB already. Then the pattern learning module generate patterns from the 

data which extracted by the data extraction module. And the system filter out some 

patterns to ensure the quality of pattern and the knowledge by adjusting threshold. Fi-

nally, the generated patterns are stored in the pattern repository. 

The pattern-based knowledge extractor module uses the pattern repository to detect 

entities and properties in Web data, and extract them in triplet, then stored them in the 

KB. This knowledge graph is not guaranteed perfectly in trustworthiness aspect, thus 

the knowledge validation task is required but not scope of this paper. However, by the 

pattern scoring process, we attempt to increase performance of our system for QA pur-

pose. Fig.1 is the architecture diagram of the framework of pattern-based knowledge 

extractor. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Framework of pattern-based knowledge extractor 



Fig.2 is simpler conceptual diagram of this framework. We design the self-

knbowledge learning workflow to extend the KB by itself. Because the patterns are 

generated by the existing KB first, and generated in succession process. The self-

knowledge learning is an approach to generate/extract entities and its relations itera-

tively from the patterns which is generated by the seed KB. And, to construct ontology-

based KB, the relations of entities would be based on pre-defined ontology in the target 

KB.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of self-knowledge learning 

In section 4 and 5, we describe the process of pattern learning and knowledge learn-

ing in two parts, for unstructured and semi-structured data part. 

4 Triple Extraction from Unstructured Data 

4.1 Framework of Knowledge Extraction from Unstructured Data  

We consider the process of lexicalization of ontology to extract triples from unstruc-

tured data. Unlike semi-structured and unstructured data, detecting knowledge written 

in natural language requires lexical patterns which is more ambiguity and diverse. So 

lexical patterns should be enriched, but does not extract meaningless knowledge from 

untrusted data. Fig.3 is the overview of pattern learning approach for unstructured data.  

The pattern learning process is a task to collect natural language patterns for entities 

and its relations existing in KB. These patterns are used to extract new triples from Web 

data. The pattern learner module finds lexical patterns for existing triples in text, and 

those patterns are stored in the pattern repository.  

Then knowledge learner uses the pattern repository to extract new triples from text, 

and stored that in the KB finally. In this process, adjusting the thresholds to scoring the 

pattern’s suitability is required to construct the KB which contains meaningless triples. 

The important part of the knowledge extraction progress is that lexical pattern should 

be not too complex to decrease recall, and also have few errors to prevent extract wrong 

knowledge. Because initial wrong knowledge could lead wrong learning cumulatively.  



4.2 Pattern Learning: dependency-based lexicalization of ontology 

Unlike English, Korean word order is free, and there are many conjugations of words 

so that linear lexical pattern approach are not suitable for Korean. In this section we 

present the pattern learning approach based on dependency-based ontology lexicaliza-

tion.  

The term ontology lexicalization means the process to generate a list of pairs of on-

tology property and lexicons which is mapped with properties. For example, when we 

lexicalize the DBpedia property dbo:birthDate into ‘is born at’, then we can use 

the pair (dbp:birthDate, is born at) to find the relationship between entities in nat-

ural language sentence. (e.g., “Ban Ki-mun is born at 1944” can be converted into triple 

<Ban Ki-mun, dbo:birthDate, 1944>). 

In Korean ontology lexicalization, we attempt to use the dependency-based approach 

to find lexical patterns to find relationship, and use josa (postposition) pattern to find 

the entities which is related by some specific ontology properties. Fig.3 shows the 

workflow of dependency-based pattern learning approach. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Overview of the dependency-based pattern learning approach 

The proposed pattern from in this paper is a tuple which consist of the ontology 

lexicalized predicate, and the lexical patterns for detecting entities which is subject and 

object in triplet. Ontology lexicalized predicate is a list of lexicons for ontology prop-

erties which can be founded in natural language.  

The first progress is to find lexical patterns for detecting subject and object. In Ko-

rean sentence, subject and object words are represent in freely order so that it cannot be 

detected by its lexical regular expression. And the DBpedia entities does not role as 

subject and object in linguistic layer. So we extract josa morpheme for each subject and 



object entities from eojeol which is a Korean spacing unit combined with multiple mor-

phemes. For example, the DBpedia entity “반기문(Ban Ki-mun)” is written in eojeols, 

such as “반기문은”, “반기문이”, “반기문의” and so on. In this case, josa ‘은’, ‘이’, 

‘의’ is used as the lexical patterns for entity ‘반기문’. 

The second progress is to find the lexical predicates for the ontology properties as a 

relation expression for subject and object entities. However, the problems is that if there 

are several number of natural language predicate in one sentence, we should choose 

one which express the relationship between subject and object.  

To solve this problem, we use the dependency parsing result. We assume that the 

predicate P expressing the relationship between entities connects them in dependency 

path.  

 

P = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑛𝑆, 𝑛𝑝) + 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑛𝑜, 𝑛𝑝)) 

 

In this formula, s, o, p mean subject, objenct, and predicate and 𝑛𝑆, 𝑛𝑜, 𝑛𝑝 mean the 

nodes of them in dependency structure. len( ) is a function to measure length of the 

distance between the nodes in dependency path. 

For example, to find lexical pattern for the property “isSpouseOf”, we consider ex-

isting triplet <윤사로, isSpouseOf, 정현옹주> existing in Korean DBpedia. First, we 

find the sentence which includes entities ‘윤사로’ and ‘정현옹주’ from Korean Wik-

ipedia. This is an example: “당숙인 윤호와 비슷한 또래였던 윤사로는 일찍이 

세종의 서녀인 정현옹주와 혼인하여 부마 영천위가 되었다” (Yunsaro, who is 

silmilar age with his uncle Yunho, married Junghyunongju who Sejongs’s illegimate 

daughter in childhood and become a lord of Youngcheon in Buma.). Fig.4 shows the 

result of dependency parsing for the sentence. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Target node selection for pattern generation in dependency structure 



The nodes “윤사로는” and “정현옹주와” is subject and object. However, in eojeol, 

entity name is sometimes combined with josa. In this case, the entities ‘윤사로’ and 

'정현옹주’ are combined with josa ‘는’ and ‘와’. By this, the lexical pattern for them 

(는, P, 와) is generated by josa. And the node “혼인하여” is selected as a lexical pat-

tern for ontology property ‘isSpouseOf’ because it is the node which connect entities 

in shortest length in dependency path. By this work, the pattern (는, 혼인하여, 와) 

pattern is generated and stored in pattern repository. This process is an example of de-

pendency-based ontology lexicalization. 

4.3 Knowledge Learning: triple extraction by lexical pattern 

The knowledge learning module use the patterns which are generated by the pattern 

learning module, to extract new triples from Web text. Fig.5 shows the knowledge 

learning workflow. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Overview of the knowledge learning workflow 

First, by given patterns from pattern repository, the knowledge learning module find 

the sentences which including ontology lexicalized predicate, “혼인하여” in above ex-

ample. Then, like an inverse method of ontology lexicalization, the knowledge learning 

module extracts subject and object entities by lexical patterns for them. This is the series 

of process to extract triplet: 1) Find all sub-nodes of “혼인하여”, (in this case, 

‘조계진은’, ‘규학과’, ‘아들’, ‘이회영의’, ‘독립운동가’. And 2) select all nodes 

which includes josa “는” and “와”. Then 3) if there are several nodes which meet these 

conditions, we choose the shortest-length nodes in dependency path.  

In real example, the pattern (는, 혼인하여, 와) allows to find the sentence 

“조계진은 독립운동가 이회영의 아들 규학과 혼인하여, 이종찬을 낳았다” 

(Chogyejin married with Kyuhak who is a fighter for independence Leehoeyoung’s 

son, and give a birth to Leejongchan). Fig.6 is an example of new triple extraction by 



the pattern for property ‘isSpouseOf’. So, the final result is the new triple (규학, 

isSpouseOf, 조계진) 

 

 

Fig. 6. Example of new triples extraction from Web text by lexical pattern 

Pattern scoring 

In this process, very diverse patterns can be obtained but it does not guarantee the 

quality for extracted triples. If there are no filters of patterns, too many patterns are 

generated by repetitive process, and it would extract meaningless triples constantly. 

Hence, we consider pattern scoring module which have input all patterns and filter out 

patterns by scoring to choose proper patterns to construct KB which works well with 

performance for QA system. This is the formula for pattern scoring: 

 

S(pts) = 𝑡𝑓 ∗ 𝑖𝑝𝑓 

Where 

pts: patterns 

tf: # patterns in a property 

pf (proverty frequency): # properties that one pattern occur in 

ipf (inverse property frequency): inverse of pf 

 

In section 5, we will present details of this, and the progress how we adjust the 

threshold to filter out meaningless patterns. 

5 Triple extraction from Semi-structured data 

In this section we present the framework to extract triples from semi-structured data 

by pattern-based approach. There are many kinds of semi-structured data, such as 

HTML, XML, tsv format, table, and so on. In this paper, we consider Wikipedia’s table 

only.   



5.1 Framework of pattern-based knowledge extraction from semi-structured 

data 

 

Fig. 7. Framework of pattern-based knowledge extraction from semi-structured data 

In this section, we present the pattern-based approach to extract triples from tables 

in Wikipedia. 1) For generate patterns, input is existing triples in DBpedia, and output 

is patterns which is resolved conflict between different patterns. And 2) generated pat-

terns are used to extract new triples from input tables. These pattern-based approach is 

effective to extract a lot of triples by repeating pattern learning and triple extraction 

workflow. However, pattern-based approach has a conflict problem. 

Fig.8 shows an example of conflict problem of patterns. Yun Bong-gil is an entity 

which has a type dbpedia:Person, and it has some properties such as 

foaf:name, foaf:nick, and dbpedia:birthData. By these properties and 

entity type information, some tables are classified for PERSON. In this example, DBpe-

dia has a triple <Yun Bong-gil, foaf:nick, Mae-hun>. And table has same 

subject and object, Yun Bong-gil and Mae-hun. So that the header of table ‘Alias’ can 

be mapped with the property foaf:nick. This approach is similar with the lexicali-

zation of ontology task. However, another example of entity Soccer, that table have 

same header ‘Alias’ but it is mapped with dbpedia:alias. In this case we can find 

the conflict problem between Yun Bong-gil and Soccer for the header ‘Alias’.    

In this paper, we propose a method considering mapping patterns to solve the con-

flict problem. For example, Soccer has a property dbpedia:category, and its type is 

dbpedia:Sport. In this case our method classify the header ‘Alias’ into foaf:nick 

and dbpedia:alias for Yun Bong-gil and Soccer. 

 



 

Fig. 8. Conflict problem of patterns in a pattern-based approach 

5.2 Pattern learning for semi-structured data 

For given entity X in DBpedia, let c is the type of x, p is a property, and v is a value. 

By given s = (c,p,v), we can find several tables which includes v. And pattern is repre-

sented as (h,c,p) where h is the header in table. Therefore if c and p is defined, p is 

defined as a specific pattern by c. 

Pattern generation has two approach. First case, for example, the seed patterns (Per-

son, Writer, 이외수) and (Person, Translator, 이외수) have same c and v. Then, the 

pattern (저자, Writer, 이외수) and (저자, Translator, 이외수) can be generated. In this 

case priority occurrence pattern is selected.  

6 Evaluation 

In this section, evaluation measures and datasets would be described.  

6.1 Methodology and datasets 

NLQ50  

To evaluate our system in QA purpose perspective, we randomly choose 50 natural 

language questions from quiz book, Wikipedia, examination questions for middle 

school and history of Korea, and so on. Then we tried to find answer from Korean 



DBpedia. Table 1 shows the type of NLQ50, and Table 2 shows the result of coverage 

of Korean DBpedia against the 23 basic form questions in NLQ50. 

 

Question Type # 

Basic form 23 

Fill bracket 9 

Multiple choice 9 

Ordering 2 

Guess 7 

Table 1.  Type of NLQ50 

 

Case # of questions 

Can be answered by Korean DBpedia 6 

Can be answered by Wikipedia article 15 

Never 2 

Table 2. Korean DBpedia coverage against NLQ50 

 

Table 2 implies that two thing: 1) Korean DBpedia (2014/06/30) does not covers 

73.91% of NLQ50 in QA purpose, and 2) if we generate new triples from Wikipedia 

article, it can be used to make up for the KB. So, to evaluate our system which ex-

tracts triples from Wikipedia, we build a test set data which is manually generated tri-

ples from Wikipedia articles’ abstract texts which contains knowledge to answer 

NLQ50 sufficiently.   

Methodology 

1. First, we evaluate utility of dependency-based approach against linear lexical 

pattern-based approach.  

2. And, to evaluate the system for unstructured data, we generate patterns by de-

pendency-based lexicalization of DBpedia ontology. Then we calculate the 

scores of each patterns, and evaluate the performance of our system by adjusting 

threshold. 

3. And, also we evaluate the system for unstructured data against NLQ50.  

6.2 Linear vs. Dependency-based Lexical Pattern approach in Korean 

In this section, we compare between linear-based approach and dependency-based 

approach to generate patterns.  

First, we define 6 relations: born, make, isChildOf, isSpoueOf, is-

Appointed, mountThrone.  

Second, we randomly choose 25,000 Korean Wikipedia article and analyze them by 

morphological analyze, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition and depend-

ency parsing. In particular, to solve coreference problem easily, we change all pronoun 

to its article title. 



Then, we find the sentences which contains pre-defined subject and object entities. 

In this case, linear-based approach finds verbs located nearby entities.  

Fig.11 and Fig.12 show the dependency-based approach is more accurate than lin-

ear-based approach for patterns and triples. The reason is thought that the linear-based 

approach generates too much pattern and instances because there are no conditions for 

lexicalization of ontology. It is also shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.  

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Number of generated patterns 

 

Fig. 10. Number of generated triples 

 

Fig. 11. Precision of generated patterns 

 

Fig. 12. Precision of generated triples 

6.3 Results for Knowledge Extraction from Unstructured Data  

First, we trained the pattern learning modules by two corpus: 1) NLQ50 related 87 

Wikipedia articles which contains knowledge to answer NLP50, and 2) randomly cho-

sen 18,023 Korean Wikipedia articles. Fig.13 shows the experimental result. 

 



 

Fig. 13. Experimental result of triple extraction from unstructured data against NLQ50 

This is an additional description of Fig.13; NLQ50: trained by NLQ50 related text, 

Random: trained by Random text, (C): correct matching, (A): approximate matching. 

 

Fig.13 shows the results of performance of the knowledge learning module when it 

trained by NLQ related text better than trained by randomly chosen text. And, the best 

performance in threshold=4.7 generally, and the performance is lower when threshold 

increase more than 5.3. This result means that too many patterns make lower perform-

ing KB. Therefore the process of filtering out patterns is required to construct KB for 

QA purpose. And also, based on this result, we argue that if we want to construct KB 

for QA purpose system, it would better that learning patterns and generating triples 

from the predefined text related with predefined question than from the undefined do-

main text.  

6.4 Results for Knowledge Extraction from Semi-structured data  

To evaluate for the knowledge extraction module for semi-structured data, we design 

the evaluation method: 1) we choose 33 properties manually, without considering 

NLQ50. And we generate patterns from the headers of infobox. Then 3) we extract 

triples from infoboxes in the NLQ 50 related Korean Wikipedia articles. Table 3 shows 

the properties which is used in evaluation, and the number of generated pattern (# of p) 

from ontology and the number of extracted triples by patterns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Property # of p # of t Property # of p # of t 

hasAlternativeName 3 2,319 hasMother 6 7,285 

hasBibliography 1 2,582 hasName 2 1,723 

hasBrother 1 4,562 hasNationality 34 2,319 

wasBornIn 27 23,077 hasNumber 1 19 

wasBuriedIn 1 72 hasPosition 26 25,814 

haveChildren 2 4,896 hasPosthumousName 1 180 

hasCreation 2 687 hasPreviousOwner 8 12,878 

hasDaughter 2 4,896 hasReligion 2 2,710 

hasDebutWork 1 257 hasSister 1 4,562 

hasDegree 1 4,109 haveParents 2 2,250 

hasDisappearedRea-

son 
1 464 hasSon 6 5,539 

wasDiedIn 23 16,847 hasSpouse 3 2,992 

hasFaction 1 1,355 hasSuccessor 1 276 

hasFather 6 3,120 isLocatedIn 21 15,715 

hasGenre 4 3,000 isMemberOf 8 19,663 

hasGrave 1 146 isPlacedIn 3 367 

hasJob 2 4,546    

Table 3. Result of pattern learning from semi-structured data 

 

 

Matching Type # of extracted # of matched % 

Subject only 126 124 98.41% 

Object only 35 254 80.63% 

Predicate only 86 19 22.09% 

Subject-Object pair 390 128 32.82% 

Subject-Predicate pair 285 32 11.23% 

Predicate-Object pair 359 46 12.81% 

S-P-O triple 418 0 0% 

Table 4. Result of knowledge learning from semi-structured data 

We can generate 86 predicate which is lexicalized from our predefined 33 properties, 

but it is only covers 22.09% of test set data. The result implies two things: 1) from the 

result that the pair of entities (Subject-Object) covers 32.82% of NLQ50, we can as-

sume that the infobox covers the in 32.82% of knowledge written in natural language. 

However, 2) from the result of S-P-O triple and result of Predicate only, constructing 

KB task should consider the questions before to generate patterns. We thought it is 

caused by the ambiguity or limitation of knowledge representation vocabulary, in this 

case, ontology property.  



7 Conclusion and Future work 

We presented an architecture of ontology-based knowledge extraction framework, 

which is based on pattern learning approach using lexicalization of ontology. And also 

we consider constructing Korean KB for QA purpose by proposed method in this paper 

so that we evaluate our system in QA perspective. In particular, to extract knowledge 

from unstructured data, we attempt to use dependency-based lexicalization of ontology. 

The task which called lexicalization of ontology is used to generate lexical patterns to 

extract relationship between entities. In this paper, the knowledge extraction module 

extracts triples from unstructured and semi-structured by generated pattern from DBpe-

dia and Wikipedia. To evaluate them, we define NLQ 50 which is the natural language 

questions and its answers. And we manually generate triples from Wikipedia articles 

which contains knowledge to answer NLQ50 sufficiently. From this research and result 

of it, we presume that if the KB can answer for user’s question enough, considering 

user’s question before constructing KB.  

Future work will be to consider construction of the KB from Web data for QA sys-

tem. And an architecture of KB which learns knowledge by itself, and is validated by 

extra knowledge base or Web data to guarantee the quality of knowledge. 
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